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IN TRODUCT ION

Something has been left out from fear. Something has 
been altered, from vanity. We have tried to accentu-
ate our differences. From the desire to be separate we 
have laid stress upon our faults, and what is particu-
lar to us. But there is a chain whirling round, round, 
in a steel- blue circle beneath.

— Woolf, The Waves

We suffered terribly as we became separate bodies.

— Woolf, The Waves

It begins with the sea, the undifferentiated sea- sky. Encroaching 
light blocks the amorphous landscape into a scatter of shapes as 
impersonal as geometry. Then come the children’s voices— they 
were already there!— chattering alongside the birds. They say 
what they see, sense, each detail, out loud or to themselves, im-
ages that flood the air with possibilities, offerings to each other 
for a dawning day.

“I see a ring,” said Bernard, “hanging above me. It quiv-
ers and hangs in a loop of light.”

“I see a slab of pale yellow,” said Susan, “spreading 
away until it meets a purple stripe.”

“I hear a sound,” said Rhoda, “cheep, chirp, cheep, 
going up and down.”

“I see a globe,” said Neville, “hanging down in a drop 
against the enormous flanks of some hill.”
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“I see a crimson tassel,” said Jinny, “twisted with golden 
threads.”

“I hear something stamping,” said Louis, “A great 
beast’s foot is chained. It stamps, and stamps, and stamps.” 
(Woolf, 2000, 4)

The Waves1 reaches beyond stream of consciousness to portray 
the merging and diverging flows of multiple consciousnesses. Dis-
orienting, the voices, while often ascribed to individual names, 
tend to blend, inflect, pull a thread from another’s prickling flesh, 
read thoughts, layer perspectives into the gap of one another’s 
sensory immersion. Sometimes, predictably, wrongly, the novel 
is read as tracing the skirmish between individualism, a collective 
(un)conscious, and cold, anti- anthropomorphic nature. But it is 
not that, or not only that.2 It is a biography of intertwining, en-
acting bodies, differently composed and alert, coming to inhabit 
a world already enveloping them. It is a story of how particu-
lar, sensitive, and enfleshed characters emerge from and come to 
share, again and again, sensations and perceptions as they cocre-
ate meaningful worlds and decipherable selves; a story of sensate 
bodies in the process of making sense together, even when physi-
cally separated; a biography of interembodiment through a tangle 
of affect that runs between the six friends as they rise and fall, 
like the voices of Rhoda’s birds— “a [single] sound” comprised of 
many— in and out of individuation.

The Affection in Between understands co- sensation, a felt co-
hesion between bodies interacting in shared, expressive spaces 
cocreated by these bodies, to be the primordial condition from 
which all differentiation and distinction springs. Before we are 
ones, we are manifold mixes of affect, sensation, nerve, and flesh, 
a state we merge into and emerge out of again and again. Yet 
philosophy and politics too often swing between the ones (par-
ticulars, individuals) and a One or Ones (universal, communal), 
missing this middle distance, the unfolding and recombination 
of bodies irrevocably linked and linking within space and the 
possibilities to which this merging and emerging give rise. This 
book seeks to recover the manifold between of bodies, and their 
possibilities, by uncovering events of co- sensation— enveloping, 
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chanced upon, created, worked toward— while acknowledging 
that these events are both prosaic, pervasive, elusive, and  .  .  . 
startlingly overlooked!

“Look,” said Rhoda; “listen. Look how the light be-
comes richer, second by second, and bloom and ripeness 
lie everywhere; and our eyes, as they range round this 
room . . . seem to push through the curtains of colour, red, 
orange, umber and queer ambiguous tints, which yield 
like veils and close behind them, and one thing melts into 
another.”

“Yes,” said Jinny, “our senses have widened. Mem-
branes, webs of nerve that lay white and limp, have filled 
and spread themselves and float round us like filaments, 
making the air tangible and catching in them faraway 
sounds unheard before.” (Woolf, 2000, 75)

They (will) all suffer terribly when they (again) become separate 
bodies. And yet our philosophical tradition endorses and enforces, 
pushes, this severance. The Affection in Between explores the loss 
endured by individuals inevitably jolted out of co- sensation but 
also self- exiling from it, as well as the loss for a myopic and hyper-
opic tradition that has undertheorized it and institutions that have 
taught us to fear it and so, like Louis, to exaggerate, and even culti-
vate, our faults. This book invites us to glimpse the occurrences of 
co- sensation, to feel them as facts, and to nurture them in ourselves 
and in others as virtues. In short, it asks us to strip back the work-
ings of “common sense” such that we may begin to experience 
and to assume (resume) our capacities to create and to cultivate 
sensing in common: “We have come together, at a particular time, 
to this particular spot. We are drawn into this communion by some 
deep, some common emotion. Shall we call it, conveniently, ‘love’? 
.  .  . No, that is too small, too particular a name. We cannot at-
tach the width and spread of our feelings to so small a marker. We 
have come together . . . to make one thing, not enduring— for what 
endures?— but seen by many eyes simultaneously” (Woolf, 2000, 
70). Hence, “We are creators. We too have made something that 
will join the innumerable congregations of past time. We too, as we 
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put on our hats and push open the door, stride not into chaos, but 
into a world that our own force can subjugate and make part of the 
illumined and everlasting road” (Woolf, 2000, 81).

TWO (FAILED) TRADITIONS OF COMMON SENSE

What would it take to strip back “common sense” so that we 
might be able to theorize and to experience again sensing in com-
mon? To answer this, we must first ask what philosophers and 
nonphilosophers generally mean by “common sense” and what 
they hope it can accomplish. “Common sense” is a recursively 
confusing term, for we all know, as a matter of common sense, 
what common sense is: it is the opposite of foolishness, group 
think, dazzling rhetoric, or high- minded theory. But that is quite 
a bit to oppose. Philosophers have joined the fray, meticulously 
defining their concepts and methods against common sense (fa-
mously and originally: Plato), even when their end goal is to re-
gain common sense or to redeem its truths in more crystalline 
form. Other disciplines, for example sociology and anthropology, 
acknowledge that prosaic common sense is their true object of 
study but debate if it is to be understood as a faculty, a body of 
beliefs, or an attitude we hold toward a body of beliefs— to name 
but a few candidate interpretations of the term.

Beyond the dispute of attitude, body of belief, or faculty, our 
understanding of common sense is also riven by roots in two rad-
ically different traditions. The first understands common sense 
in line with Aristotle’s koine aisthesis, which under the tutelage 
of Aquinas and others, comes down to us as a sort of proto- 
apperception capable of unifying both the subject, in its diverse 
faculties of sensation, and the object, with its diverse properties, 
of perception. Understood in this way, common sense is an epis-
temological, individually housed faculty, one, however, that can 
in principle stretch out toward any other who possesses like com-
mon sense, allowing minimal rationality or epistemic standards 
to provide a basis for agreement or consensus about what we 
perceive or, applied practically, about what we ought to do.

Arendt, like Gadamer who did so more systematically, wants to 
release common sense from this individual, epistemic orientation 
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and, as sensus communis, place it back within a community. Sen-
sus communis rose from the Roman rhetorical tradition where it 
connoted “human sympathy” and “social instinct,” virtues indis-
pensable for the Roman res publica. In so far as it referred to a 
living tradition that bound the community together, it resembles 
Aristotle’s earlier rhetorical concept of endoxa— the dominant or 
authoritative opinions that set the standard for any debate or dis-
pute (chapter 1). Sensus communis in the Roman tradition and on 
into modernity aims to preserve a community of belief and value 
through arts of persuasion that reconcile new situations and con-
flicting opinions with a stable tradition, especially at moments of 
crises when the community itself might be called into question.3 
If we think of sensus communis as a faculty, rather than a body 
of belief and value, we might, with Arendt, distinguish sensus 
communis from common sense by thinking of it as a “commu-
nity sense,” a sense that fits us into a community of opinion and 
discourse.

There is much more to say about each of these traditions, their 
roots in Aristotelian ethical philosophy (which I detail in chapter 
1), the course of their development, the evolution and debate that 
swirled around sensus communis in the 1980s and ’90s, and the 
ways the two traditions track discussions of liberalism and com-
munitarianism. But my question to these two traditions is more 
focused: Are either of these understandings of common sense able 
to grant stable selfhood, solidarity, and a “sense of reality” to 
those who would cohabitate in social and political spaces? Can 
they continue to do so today, given political, economic, and tech-
nological stressors?

Unfortunately, the answer seems to be no— a fact that Aris-
totle oddly anticipated. Where common sense may (at best) 
achieve sensory integration and object stability for a given or-
ganism, there is no guarantee that this will match or cohere with 
like accomplishments of other organisms, given different bodily 
compositions and needs. In cases of conflict, a sense of self may 
come directly to challenge a sense of reality. Alternatively, a sen-
sus communis may provide a grid of interpretation allowing in-
dividual members of the community to orient their sensibilities, 
creating an overlap with which to confront emerging events. This 
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initially seems to provide both a sense of reality, since it estab-
lishes grounds for interpersonal agreement, and a sense of self as 
a member or participant in this agreement. But there is nothing 
that guarantees that any given sensus communis can or will accu-
rately capture the particular embodied situations of each member 
and the dynamic relations between them. Indeed, a given sensus 
communis may strive to preserve itself at the price of silencing or 
marginalizing bodies whose experiences deviate from its pregiven 
consensus. Should the terms of any given sensus communis fail to 
capture or begin to float free from these embodied conditions, the 
sense of reality can easily again break off from lived senses of self 
or dissolve these all together, raising friction, pathologies, even 
violence.4

To think about the failures of the two traditions of common 
sense more concretely, it may help to compare their ability to 
confront, or even their complicity in, modern forms of political 
deception— the very thing they ought to be able to deflect in their 
shoring up of selves, solidarity, and reality. In “Truth and Pol-
itics,” Arendt discussed three particular forms of modern lying 
that she felt target our very “sense of reality” with disastrous po-
litical consequences: ideology, manipulative advertising based on 
behavioral science, and the conversion of all facts into mere opin-
ions, dependent on particular interests and points of view.5 Where 
Arendt connected the first mendacity to totalitarian regimes, the 
others grew from the heart of democratic, capitalist societies. It 
is easy to see the ominous new constellations these sorts of de-
ceptions have entered into since Arendt penned her essay, as well 
as the ways new communication technologies have exacerbated 
them.6 But why and how did our philosophical traditions of com-
mon sense not only capitulate to them but even abet their aims?

Unlike sophisticated Marxian variants, Arendt’s understanding 
of ideology is fairly straightforward.7 For her ideology is an “ism” 
that begins with a first premise that has gained some scientific 
support or other plausibility and from there attempts to explain 
“reality” with the full force of deductive or dialectical logic. Nazi 
racial views and Soviet versions of historical materialism offer 
prime examples of such ideologies. Simple to understand but able 
to absorb and explain a great many events, ideologies tend to take 
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hold only after historical forces such as the rise of bureaucracy, 
imperialistic capitalism, mass society, and the steadily accelerat-
ing intrusion of life processes (biopolitics) and efficiency criteria 
into the political realm have divorced individual members of the 
population from the sensus communis, rendering them atomized, 
both politically isolated and socially lonely. Clearly, an individ-
ually situated, epistemological notion of koine aisthesis cannot 
fend off such ideologies— after toppling our trust in the public 
sphere and pluralist discourse, ideology precisely relies on our 
trust in our individual common- sense faculties above all else.

As discussed at length in chapter 1, koine aisthesis concerns 
individuals in their isolation, and its craving is above all for a con-
sistency that can stabilize selves in relation to ever- changing ob-
jects of perception and consumption. Such need for consistency is 
exactly what grand ideologies, as well as well- crafted conspiracy 
theories and prettily packaged opinion systems such as brands, 
can best provide. But such ideologies and opinion systems work 
against the absurd contingencies of facts and events that precisely 
disrupt, overwhelm, and disorient our sensibilities— and must be 
allowed to do so if a sense of reality is to be able to sustain con-
nection to rapid environmental flux. Given the complexity, multi-
plicity, and barrage of environmental stimuli, we need others who 
are also navigating environmental pressures to help us process 
ever- changing events and convert them into stable “facts,” that 
is, (relatively) fixed reference points within the shared landscape. 
If we are thrown back onto our own devices and lack trustworthy 
access to actual others to help us processes the flux, any cogent 
narrative or logic that can heal our sense of unease or incompre-
hension in the face of tumultuous events and processes will have 
to do. Consistent ideologies can seem like a lifeline of stability to 
individuals cast adrift.

Can a rehabilitation of a “community sense” battered by pro-
cesses of modernization fare any better against modern mendacity 
than koine aisthesis did? There seem to be reasons to hope so, 
since the call to community, to respect and vigilance against its 
dissolution, may serve to gather the lonely and isolated individ-
uals rendered so vulnerable to the ideological manipulations of 
koine aisthesis to a common project. Community might ride to 
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the rescue against atomization, as if reclaiming the lost virtues 
of sensus communis might be enough to stave off long- swelling 
historical trends. Unfortunately, there are also many reasons to 
be pessimistic about this solution. For one, we might doubt that 
anything like a sufficiently robust community— of steady, reli-
able information, much less of values and intentions— exists in 
modern pluralistic societies and the technologies they employ. We 
might also be pessimistic because traditions of the sort that sen-
sus communis promises, even if they do or can exist, may well 
inhibit a genuinely moral and political expansion capable of cre-
ating spaces for all the diverse bodies and histories that must in-
habit it. Can the activity of “fitting us into a community” ever 
render a community fit for all? Don’t references to a preexisting 
community that will always be susceptible to crises rather favor 
reaction and restoration, demanding that new events and ideas 
adhere to old terms of intelligibility at pain of being villainized or 
rendered aberrant? Finally, the ideal of a community sense, where 
the forces of history have intervened to erode living traditions 
capable of founding and preserving community wholes, may well 
splinter into multiple communities, or community substitutes, 
each with their own beliefs and practices of verification, entrench-
ing the relativization and group- interest based conversion of facts 
into opinions to be mobilized against similar, competing conver-
sions of facts into opinions on the other side (leading to cultural 
or, in the worst case, actual, warfare).

Far from inoculating us against modern political lies, the risks 
of common sense as koine aisthesis and as sensus communis have 
been used against each other as liberal individualists rally around 
one approach and communitarians around the other. Koine 
aisthesis bolsters our confidence that, if we only sharpen our crit-
ical skills, we will be able to make sense of all contingent events 
on our own, making the need for community appear either as a 
luxury or as an unnecessary burden. Community- based common- 
sense belief and reasoning appears primitive and prejudicial by 
comparison and is derided as a kind of relativism where one set 
of opinions can have no inherent superiority over others— all are 
viewed as self- interested, parochial, and partial. Koine aisthesis 
demands a central standard or test of rationality to replace these 
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schisms, concealing that what is taken to be a rational coherence 
criterion itself has roots in local practices or procedures. From the 
pseudosuperior position of a more seamless logic, the patchwork 
nature of community sense as an evolving fabric of contingent 
events, stabilizing facts, and evolving and compromising perspec-
tives can easily be dismissed.

From another angle, though, it is precisely the hodgepodge and 
local nature of sensus communis that constitutes its strength. In 
its weave are anchored durable and salient “facts,” events that 
gave heft and direction to the community members’ sense of be-
longing to that community, providing thereby moorings for their 
senses of self. Such a community has a higher stake in resisting the 
conversion of anchoring facts into individualized opinions, even 
if it lacks a court of higher appeal regarding the feasibility of its 
encompassing interpretation of these facts.

At the same time, however, a tight sensus communis will always 
have difficulty reconciling facts, opinions, bodies, and perspec-
tives that do not conform to its terms of intelligibility, making it 
a poor fit for modern pluralism, migration patterns, and global 
communications. While its cohesion may well be better equipped 
to maintain the solidity of facts as stable reference points below 
the hum of opinions that come and go, when confronted with 
competing interpretations, it has no choice but to integrate and 
appropriate what it can while dismissing the rest as faulty opin-
ions. Finally, those with greater access to the core traditions of 
sensus communis will always win at the game of persuasion, and 
the “facts” purported to sustain that tradition may well come to 
look— to those whose persons, bodies, and ideas are systemat-
ically excluded, silenced, or assimilated— exactly like  .  .  . mere 
opinions, driven by a desire to maintain the interests and power 
privileges the sensus communis has entrenched. At that point, for 
better or worse, such facts that served to secure the fabric of com-
mon sense will begin to disintegrate, and the conversion of facts 
into opinions will embark on its dizzying, reality- depriving work.

Put simply, sensus communis as a defender of what is common 
is not very good at catching the coming into being of what can be-
come common. Before “facts” can become fixed reference points 
undergirding a stable sense of reality and selfhood, they must 
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track events. Events are pivot points in the common in the sense 
that something happens that changes the common and alters re-
lations to and within the common. Events are unique and highly 
contingent inter- ruptions of the common— ruptures that immedi-
ately call for collective repair. They can become memorialized as 
facts that acknowledge that “something has happened,” a pivot 
in shared perceptions has occurred, even if opinions about that 
event— what exactly happened, what it changed, and whether for 
good or ill— diverge.

It turns out that neither of the two traditions of common sense 
offer a very good way to catch the event as it crystallizes a new 
commonality— a capacity crucial to ensure stable selves and a 
shared sense of reality and to fortify these against deceptions 
that may flood in to fill the breach. Indeed, as antagonists these 
two traditions may well ally with such deceptions to further their 
reach. But as The Affection in Between will demonstrate, there is 
another concept of common sense that can better reach the col-
laborative, creative processing of events as they occur, precisely in 
their shared quality: those moments when sensation itself must be 
shared in order to produce trust- accruing perceptions. This shared 
quality of sensation, a feeling of interior coherence intersecting 
with and furthering coalescence with others as described episod-
ically in The Waves, is what allows events to solidify into orient-
ing markers (i.e., facts) and so secures the ground for the further 
sharing of sensations and perceptions. Aristotle indicated this sort 
of common sense through the verb sunaisthanesthai, or the noun 
sunaisthesis— aisthesis, sensibility and awareness, in common. 
The rediscovery of this capacity and its promise to produce eth-
ical selves capable of choosing themselves as sharing sensation 
where koine aisthesis and endoxa (proto- sensus communis) have 
failed provides the conceptual ground of this book and motivates 
the idea that shared sensation is ripe for a renaissance against the 
abysmal failures of the two traditions of common sense.

CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO EMBODIMENT AND THE OTHER

A return to a neglected and forgotten concept cannot come out of the 
blue, however, or be motivated by mere nostalgia— especially one as 
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initially strange, and to some, surely, distasteful, as the idea of shar-
ing sensation. Beginning in chapter 1 but fully elaborated in chapters 
2 and 3, I argue that a certain “intercorporeal turn,” initiated by 
Merleau- Ponty and carried forward by cognitive and developmental 
psychologists, phenomenological philosophers of social cognition, 
affect theorists, and critical phenomenologists, prepares the way for 
taking the idea of sharing sensation seriously again today.8

The old Cartesian conception of consciousness as a theater of 
representation, and of subjectivity as providing unique reflexive 
access to the inner workings of this theater, held for several cen-
turies before beginning to fissure, with decisive blows dealt by the 
early phenomenologists. Of particular interest to this project are 
recent efforts to challenge representationalist accounts of cogni-
tion that have been lumped together under the convenient title 
the “4Es.” According to 4E accounts, cognition cannot be con-
ceived solely, or even primarily, as a process of passive imprinting 
or active generation of representational content. Instead, it must 
be viewed as embodied, embedded, enacted, and extended.9 
Embodied cognition means that mental processes cannot be un-
derstood apart from the bodily systems that support them. Em-
bodied organisms are, further, embedded in social and biological/
environmental contexts. They are enactive insofar as their per-
ceptions and cognitions depend on action and movement relative 
to these contexts, which in turn shape and alter the contexts. Fi-
nally, they are extended insofar as mental tasks can be linked and 
even outsourced to elements of natural and built environments, 
including technological ones. Together (though naturally the ac-
counts of how these terms ought to be understood differ and often 
come into conflict in their details), the 4E accounts point to cog-
nition as belonging to active organisms who ingeniously navigate 
and contribute to dynamic environments that are at least to some 
degree of their own making.10 Meanwhile, a group of phenome-
nologically inflected thinkers have built on parallels between as-
pects of 4E approaches and classical phenomenological ones.11 
These phenomenologists have also inherited their school’s long- 
standing interest in exploring how such ingenious organisms are 
also primordially intersubjective. Thus, alongside 4E challenges 
to representationalist consciousness sprouts a renewed interest in 
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embodied social cognition under various aspects, including mind 
reading and empathy. Various “phenomenological proposals” 
have produced compelling models of social cognition that can 
compete with empirical Theory- Theory and Simulation- Theory 
models.12 Phenomenologists tend to follow Husserl in rejecting an 
inferential or “argument from analogy” approach to other minds 
and advocate instead for a perceptual one, so long as perception 
is rightly conceived as both active and “smart,” that is, literally 
incorporating, embodying, some sort of protoconceptual content 
(such as sensorimotor skills, know- how, and gestalt principles). 
No longer closed on themselves, enactive, embodied, embed-
ded, and extended organisms have access to the minds of other 
like organisms as they mutually participate in a shared and co- 
implicating environment.

Now this contemporary phenomenological approach to other 
minds— which I take to be mainly right (though I will quibble 
with some particulars, especially in chapters 2 and 3)— has some 
far- reaching ethical implications. Namely, if we follow Aris-
totle in understanding ethics as concerning characters, that is, 
acting- selves- in- context, and if we understand cognition and per-
ception as fundamentally social, we may well end up with some-
thing like ethics as first philosophy (though not necessarily in its 
Levinasian form).13 To put this another way, to the popular 4E 
accounts, this book wants to add a fifth: I want to claim that 
any cognition so embodied, embedded, enacted, and extended 
must also be ethical. This is so because such embodied, embed-
ded, extended, and enactive beings find themselves dispersed, 
exteriorized, while also always acting and thinking among and 
with other such entities. They are affectively intercorporeal. To 
be affectively intercorporeal places one in a relationship of care 
not only toward ourselves and our own organisms, which must 
counter centrifugal disruptions and dispersals of self with centrip-
etal self- constructions (autopoiesis), but also toward the networks 
that connect us to other 4E beings in ways that transcend narrow 
egoistic or altruistic claims. To care about affective networks is 
to care about self- others in a way that is primarily ethical in the 
sense of actively requiring us to develop selves- in- situ, selves in 
co- implicating environments, affecting one another, in between.
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What is the correct way to conceive of an affectively intercorpo-
real ethics? What are the ethical implications of such a permeable 
and open- ended conception of human organisms as selves- in- 
situ? What might affective intercorporeity teach us about self and 
other, about the environments they shape and inhabit, and about 
the virtues that might attach to such affective cognizers?

The discussion of Aristotle in chapter 1 provides some guidance 
about how such an ethics might proceed. Aristotle’s philosophy of 
mind was certainly enactive in ways that included embodied, em-
bedded, and extended elements. But precisely these features of mind-
edness led Aristotle straight to the heart of ethical considerations, 
some of which have been overlooked or distorted with the drift to-
ward individualist and representationalist biases in subsequent phi-
losophy of mind. For Aristotle, enactive perception is always also, 
for social species such as our own, social sensation, and as chapter 
1 shows in detail, he even coined a word for this: sunaisthanesthai, 
“shared sensation.” For Aristotle, it is precisely because we, as organ-
isms, are open- ended systems in constant active exchange with our 
environment— including other organisms that we encounter within 
that environment— that ethical selfhood is an aspirational term, de-
veloped through a virtue or skill that must be aimed at and practiced 
rather than presupposed or achieved once and for all. Theorizing 
5E cognition takes us to the heart of a virtuosity of becoming an 
ethical self, a virtuosity that must be critically unearthed from ethics 
and philosophies of mind that have developed instead a technology 
of sealing off the self where an ethically affected and affecting self, 
attuned to the bodily presence of others and our relations to them, 
is urgently required. Developing such virtues will release us from 
certain barriers erected between self and other, barriers that have 
led to unnecessary and misleading puzzles about “other minds” as 
well as grave ethical errors of objectification and projection (chapter 
3). Showing that we are directly affected by the sensation of others 
(chapters 4 and 5) will lead the way out of these errors.

OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK

The Affection in Between examines an ethics of shared sensation 
from three perspectives: historical, conceptual, and experiential. 
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The book argues that fully ethical selves can only arise out of 
practices of sharing sensation that stabilize meaningful environ-
ments of care and action and are explicitly directed at doing so. 
Organisms, including human organisms, are too porous to pre-
exist the encounter with others as fully fledged selves, capable 
of choice and action, but while sensing the sensation of others, 
such porous entities gain a “sense of reality” that can (at least in 
humans) become the basis for the conscious construction ethical 
selfhood (character in context). Ethical selves acknowledge the 
sensation of the other within them, both as codirecting sensation 
at intervals of in- distinction and as dialogically, choreographi-
cally, falling in and out of tempo as they are thrown back on 
themselves. Such ethical selves can further construct character by 
cultivating an interembodied virtue of openness to the other, in-
tercorporeal affectivity, and care for the shared environment that 
affects both self and other.

The argument unfolds over two parts. Part 1 (chapters 1– 3) 
offers a historical- conceptual reconstruction and philosophical 
defense of sensing in common. Chapter 1 charts Aristotle’s in-
vention of the term sunaisthanesthai— co- sensing as a capacity 
to generate intra-  and inter- corporeal coherence— at the origin of 
ethical selfhood and virtue ethics. Chapter 2 shows how Merleau- 
Ponty’s concept of intercoporeity, alongside contemporary crit-
ical and empirical appropriations of it, makes something like 
sunaisthanesthai plausible again today. Porous and combinatory 
selves that are embodied, embedded, enacted, and extended re-
direct ethical attention away from intentions and consequences 
and toward bodies in motion, spaces, and possibilities. Chapter 
3 fleshes out what stands to be gained and what lost for relations 
between selves and others, and therefore for ethics and politics, 
by a fully interembodied and affective turn. Through a survey of 
familiar approaches to others, I show that the dominance of pro-
jective and analogical approaches promotes an egoism that has 
damaged our ability to perceive the intercorporeal currents that 
allow a world to be shared while fostering intracorporeal consis-
tency and self- other differentiation. I conclude that the cultiva-
tion of perceptual and agential relationality to others is worth the 
cost of immediate self- access and the self- ownership (autonomy, 
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authenticity) that makes conflict and dominance unavoidable, 
placing others forever beyond reach.

Part 2 (chapters 4 and 5) acknowledges that the intercorporeal 
ethics and selfhood developed and endorsed in part 1 may still 
appear too alien, implausible or even undesirable. It may ask us 
to abandon too much of what we value in ourselves as unique, 
autonomous, and bounded entities. To address this, and to cut 
through deep layers of philosophical neglect and the expulsion 
of sunaisthetic common sense from our ethical and political self- 
understanding, chapters 4 and 5 shift tone. Drawing on a wide 
array of cultural sources, these chapters evoke the operations 
of others not just on us but from within us, permeating and en-
abling any sense of self we may come to have through extreme but 
universal experiences of death (chapter 4) and birth (chapter 5), 
grieving and caring. Far from providing stable frontiers demar-
cating “a life,” birth and death splinter “the” body, which now 
must strive for new centers and new sources of agency between 
bodies. This “in between” opens a site for new forms of ethical 
virtuosity. Interembodiment is a fact, not an ideal; but an ideal 
world must build upon this fact to enact norms to support the 
sorts of intercorporeal and intracorporeal selves that flourish by 
cultivating— neither resisting nor presupposing— lived experiences 
of the common riven by difference.

The concluding comments summarize how new approaches to 
mind/body— embodied, embedded, enactive, extended— demand 
new kinds of affective ethical thought. Chapters 4 and 5 showed 
how fragile and intimate resources we already possess can help 
cultivate a new ethics of affective awareness as a kind of inti-
mate perception of the other, a kind of alloception.14 This affec-
tive awareness, in turn, contributes to the virtuosity of enacting 
common sense neither at the individual nor at the community 
level but in the spaces between moving and intercoporeally en-
twining bodies. Given the vulnerabilities of intercorporeal bodies 
within fragile networks, the concluding remarks propose a series 
of critical inquiries and projects appropriate to the reclamation of 
an ethics of affection, in between.


